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Praise the Lord!
Over the Memorial
Day Weekend,
Brian’s youngest
brother
got
married. It was a
seven hour drive,
and we spent four
days in College
Station, TX.

Important Milestones
Recently, we were able to officially put the first year of deputation behind
us. We learned a lot over the last 12 months, especially in regards to trusting
the Lord to supply us with our needed finances.
We are also just a few hundred dollars short of completely covering our
living expenses. Once we reach that point, every additional dollar of support
we raise will go straight to ministry work. This is a big deal, because it
means that we will be at the point of affording to live in the Philippines. The
focus will change from whether or not we can make it to the field to how
much we will have in resources to spread the Gospel and to train husbands,
fathers, wives, mothers, young adults, and children. It will no longer be a
question of if we can make an eternal difference, but how big can we go?
If you have been on the fence about partnering with us or waiting till we get
closer to departure, now is the time to join with us. People are coming to
Christ by the thousands in the Philippines, and you will never regret
following God’s will for your life!
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When we returned
home from the long
weekend
of
festivities, we were
delighted to find
that a church we
had visited last fall
had begun to
financially partner
with us on a regular
basis. It was a
pleasant reminder
that God is always
at work in our lives,
even when we are
on vacation.
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